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ELECTRIC

This compact silent pedestrian vacuum
picker is designed for leaf and litter
collection.
The Eco City Picker revolutionises the concept of
municipal vacuum cleaners designed and built up to
date because is characterised by the first automatic
filter cleaning system installed on board, so that the
operator can perform cleaning activities without
worrying to manually keep the filter cleaned from the
dust.
In this way the time to the maintenance of the filter is
reduced, thus guaranteeing a constant collection
efficiency.

Less burden on operators during
working shifts.
Another uniqueness of the Eco City Picker is the
mechanical support of the vacuum hose, so as
not to burden the operator's arm during his
working shift. This electric urban litter vacuum is
extremely quiet and with zero emissions.
The Eco City Picker is suitable for cleaning private
and public areas, allowing cleaning operations at
any time of the day, even in built up areas with
busy pedestrians.
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ELECTRIC

This next generation battery powered leaf and litter vacuum collector is ready to take on the other
established machines in the market.

100% BATTERY POWERED MAKES IT THE ECO OPTION

SPECIFICATIONS
Vacuum type: Dry
Hopper capacity: 240L
Vacuum motor: 1500W
Driving type: hydrostatic
Supply: Battery, 24V
Maximum power: 2700 W
Working time: > 8H
Vacuum motor: 1500 W
Filter: Polyester cartridge
Filtering surface: 14 M2
Nebulizer: Yes

Filer: cleaning On-board
Twin front wheels Optional: Yes
Maximum slope Standard: 20%
Steering range: 2600 mm
Noise level: 55 dB (A)
Max battery capacity: (DIN) 320 A (Wet)
Battery comp: (LxWxH) 71.6x41x49cm
Weight without batteries: 250 Kg
Dimensions: (LxWxH) 192x110x185cm
Packaging: (LxWxH) 200x110x185cm

Call 01403 273 444 for a demonstration
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